The reversible Inlet/Outlet Model
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The specific signal from FDOPA in brain is due to the decarboxylation of the tracer in
catecholamine and serotonin fibres, and the retention of

18F

fluorodopamine in synaptic

vesicles, mainly in the striatum. However, the interpretation of FDOPA PET scans is
complicated due to the accumulation in plasma of the metabolite O‐methyl‐FDOPA
OMFD , which, along with FDOPA, crosses the blood‐brain barrier BBB by facilitated
diffusion mediated by the common carrier for large neutral amino acids. At times after
30 minutes post injection, the plasma OMFD concentration exceeds that of FDOPA in
circulation Figure 1 .
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Figure 1. An example of FDOPA and OMFD plasma input functions obtained from a
FDOPA PET study for a 52 year old normal control subject.

Interference from OMFD in brain images can be reduced by pharmacological
blockade of the enzyme catechol‐O‐methyltransferase Cumming et al., 1987; Léger et al.,
1998 . More frequently, the net influx of FDOPA to brain Kinapp; ml g‐1 min‐1 is
approximated by subtraction of the entire radioactivity measured in cerebellum, or

other reference region nearly devoid of DOPA decarboxylase activity, followed by
application of a linear graphical analysis relative to the metabolite‐corrected arterial
input for FDOPA Martin et al., 1989 ; the net influx Kinapp is a macroparameter, defined
in terms of the unidirectional blood‐brain clearance of FDOPA K1D; ml g‐1 , the fractional
rate constant for diffusion of FDOPA in brain back to circulation k2D; min‐1 , and the
relative activity of DOPA decarboxylase in brain k3D; min‐1 , i.e. K1D x k3D / k2D

k3 D .

This model is illustrated in Figure 2A. However, the linear graphical approach suffers
from over‐subtraction of brain FDOPA, resulting in undefined

18F

fluorodopamine

formation in striatum during the first 10‐20 minutes of the dynamic PET recording, and
furthermore fails to accommodate the diffusion from brain of deaminated
18F

fluorodopamine metabolites, which becomes very substantial within an hour or

tracer injection Cumming et al., 2001 .
A more physiologically relevant analysis entails a constrained compartmental
model, which affords the estimation of the relative activity of DOPA decarboxylase in
living brain k3; min‐1; Gjedde et al., 1991; Huang et al., 1991 . This model implicitly
entails at least five kinetic parameters, i.e. the unidirectional blood‐brain clearances of
FDOPA K1D and OMFD K1M , the fractional rate constants for the diffusion from brain
of FDOPA k2D and OMFD k2M , and the relative activity of DOPA decarboxylase k3D .
As implemented by Huang et al., 1991 , the model also accommodates a rate constant
for the clearance from brain of

18F

fluorodopamine together with its deaminated

metabolites Figure 2 . This clearly over‐specified model is simplified through the use of
two physiologically‐justified constraints: First, the blood brain permeabilities of OMFD
and FDOPA are held to have a constant ratio in all brain regions q; K1M/K1D ; the
magnitude of q has been explicitly measured once in rat q
in

2.2; Reith et al., 1990 , and

A Conventional irreversible model

B Mathematical OMFD subtraction

C Reversible inlet‐and‐oulet model

Figure 2. The several approaches to kinetic modelling of FDOPA. A The conventional
linear graphic analysis, with over ‐subtraction of the entire cerebellum TAC so as to
remove the contribution of brain OMFD. The net influx Kinapp is a macro‐parameter
defined by the unidirectional blood‐brain clearance K1D , the diffusion of FDOPA in
brain back to circulation k2D , and the irreversible trapping of 18F fluorodopamine in
brain k3D , neglecting in most applications the real and progressive loss of

decarboxylated and deaminated metabolites. B The compartmental model employing a
dual input function, with constraints to reduce the number of parameters. In the IOM,
the cerebellum TAC for OMFD is calculated and subtracted from the entire dynamic brain
volume, in order to isolate the decarboxylation pathway. C The IOM is then used to
estimate the intrinsic clearance of FDOPA to brain K , and the washout rate constant
kloss . Figure modified from Kumakura and Cumming 2009 .

three human PET studies: q

0.7 normals or 1.0 Parkinson’s disease Dhawan et al.,

1996 ; q 1.1 Wahl and Nahmias, 1996 , and q

1.7 Huang et al., 1991 , giving a mean

value of q 1.5 see Cumming and Gjedde, 1998 . The claim that K1M/K1D exceeds unity
has face validity, given the general relationship between the octanol/water partition
coefficient of LNAAs and their transport kinetics

Smith et al., 1987 , and the

substantially different retention times of OMFD and DOPA by reverse phase liquid
chromatography. However, we have shown that the estimation of the parameter of main
interest is not highly sensitive to the magnitude of q, in the range from 1 – 2 Figure 3 .
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Figure 3. Calculated brain OMFD TACs obtained using the OMFD arterial input function
and two different magnitudes of q q 1.0 and 1.5 , together with total PET TACs of
putamen and cerebellum obtained from the same FDOPA experiment are shown in
Figure 1. The dual input constrained fitting of cerebellum gave K1D 0.041 ml g‐1 min‐1,
and k2D 0.057 min‐1 . The calculated brain OMFD curves differ only with respect to the
curvature of the middle phase 15‐60 min , and converge perfectly towards the end of
the 120 minute recordings. In practice, this difference has little effect on the calculation

of the magnitude of the three IOM parameters K, Vd and kloss .

The second constraint used in the compartmental analysis of FDOPA is to
assume that the equilibrium distribution volumes for FDOPA K1D/k2D and OMFD

K1M/k2M are identical throughout brain. This is to be expected for any amino acid with
facilitated diffusion across the blood‐brain barrier, and a large body of evidence indicates
that the common distribution volume is close to that expected from the water content of
brain divided by that of blood. i.e. approximately 0.75 ml g‐1.
The constrained compartmental model for FDOPA is evaluated in two steps.
First, the common partition volume for FDOPA and OMFD is calculated in cerebellum
dotted box in Figure 2B , where the activity of DOPA decarboxylase is expected to be
close to zero. Knowing the arterial inputs for FDOPA and OMFD during 60 minutes, the
common distribution volume is calculated as the sum of the OMFD content in
cerebellum,
1
And the FDOPA content in cerebellum,
2
i.e. the sum MD t

MM t with the constraints as noted above:

q K 1 M /K 1 D

1.5, and

a common equilibrium distribution volume for the two amino acids in brain,

K1D/k2D

Ve

K1M/k2M. These constraints reduced the number of unknown parameters to

two, K1D, Ve, when V0, the plasma volume in brain, is assumed to be constant, i.e. 0.05 ml
g‐1.
As noted above, the net influx of FDOPA from plasma to brain by facilitated
diffusion at the BBB and metabolic trapping is susceptible to the progressive loss of the
decarboxylated metabolites. While

18F

fluorodopamine is not itself diffusible, it is

deaminated by monoamine oxidase, yielding
COMT in brain, yielding

18F

18F

fluoro‐DOPAC, which is a substrate for

fluoro‐HVA. Both of these acidic metabolites diffuse across

the BBB
B Cummin
ng et al., 1994 , lead
ding to a su
ubstantial loss
l
of trap
pped signaal in the
course of prolongged PET reecordings. This phen
nomenon can
c be used to advan
ntage in
steady‐‐state analy
yses of FD
DOPA PET recordingss. We havee developeed the inleet‐outlet
model IOM for calculating
c
kinetic ratte constantts for both the intrinssic FDOPA transfer
correctted for losss K and the elimin
nation of decarboxyla
d
ated metab
bolites from
m brain

kloss , by
b consideering

18F

flluorodopam
mine together with itts deaminated metabo
olites to

occupy a single diffusible pool in brain.
The IOM model
m
is ev
valuated in two stagess. First, thee brain timee‐activity curve for
OMFD in cerebelllum is calcculated wiith the con
nstrained compartme
c
ental modeel, using
equatio
ons 1 and 2, above. The entiire dynam
mic PET reecording iss then sub
btracted
frame‐w
wise by thee calculated
d brain OM
MFD curve Kumakuraa et al. 200
05 , which isolates
the braain radioaactivities due
d
to FDOPA,

18F

fluorodopaamine, and
d its deam
minated

metabo
olites. We next
n
evaluaate the loccal magnitu
ude of FDO
OPA‐K, whiich disregaards the
FDOPA
A
18F

precursor pool in brain. Then, the
t
brain concentrration Mm t , i.e.

flu
uorodopamine and itss deaminatted metabo
olites, can be
b expressed as a firsst order

differen
ntial equatiion Eq. 3 , involving the
t arterial plasma FD
DOPA conccentration Cp t , as
a functiion of circu
ulation timee Kumakura et al. 200
06 .

3
An integration opeeration yields Eq. 4 .
4
Assumiing that thee distributiion volumee of the preecursor poo
ol Vf apprroaches a constant
c
after a certain perriod of timee 10‐20 min
m after the dose injeection , and
d given an effective
e
plasma volume in
n brain V0 , the total mass of th
he tracer in
n the VOI after subtraaction of
OMFD, M t can be expressed by Eq. 5 .

5
Isolatin
ng Mm t to the left sid
de gives Eq. 6
6
Substitu
uting the right
r
side of
o Eq. 6 fo
or two funcctions of Mm t on bo
oth sides of
o Eq. 4
gives Eq
q. 7
7
which is the samee as Eq. 8 , and after collecting
c
like terms as Eq. 9 .
8

9

Dividin
ng both sidees of Eq. 9 by kloss, an
nd placing the
t terms with
w kinetic coefficien
nts to be
estimatted on the right
r
side gives
g
Eq. 10 .
10
By
y applying multiple tiime points of OMFD‐ssubtracted brain TACss to this lin
nearized
solution
n Eq. 8 , a set of systtem equations enablees calculatio
on for the magnitudees of the
three coefficientts
P 3

Vf

macroparameters : P 1

Vd

EDV
DV

Vf

V0 , P 2

1 kloss,

V0 kloss
arameter Vd equals P 1 , the second
l . Thus, the first kinetic pa

parameeter kloss iss calculated
d as the reciprocal of
o P 2 , an
nd the thirrd parametter K is
calculatted as EDV
V multiplieed by kloss, all the th
hree macroparameterrs P 1 , P 2 and
P 3 . In
I order to avoid negaative kinetiic estimates, a functio
on in Optim
mization Toolbox of
MATLA
AB The MathWorks,
M
Inc., Natiick, Mass, USA. forr solving cconstrained
d linear

least‐squares problems is useful.
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